**Exotic Rice Toast™** is the ideal base for spreads and hors d'oeuvres and the perfect accompaniment to hummus or guacamole. Our deliciously innovative rice squares are designed for entertaining. Crisp and light, yet durable enough to double-dip, Exotic Rice Toast is “The perfect base for open face!”

To create Edward & Sons Exotic Rice Toast, we mill colorful Asian rice varieties into nutritious whole grain flour, then steam and knead the gluten free dough. Slow baking achieves their crisp, firm texture and satisfying crunch. The distinctive colors of our Rice Toast are the true colors of the rice grains themselves!

**Ingredients:** Brown Jasmine Rice Flour, Tapioca Starch, Organic Cane Sugar, Sunflower Oil, Sea Salt, Onion Powder, Maltodextrin, Parsley Flakes, Yeast Extract, Vitamin E Oil.

Contains Soy and Sesame.
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For more information contact info@edwardandsons.com

Promotional photos and sell sheets of all our products are available to our customers at: edwardandsons.org/docs/NewTradePage/TradePage.htm